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Featured Application: Evaluation of real-time erosion characteristics of the NEXT ion engine
under simulated flight conditions for the DART planetary defense mission, using a laser probe.

Abstract: The Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) spacecraft was developed to provide the
first measurement for orbital deflection of an asteroid upon intentional impact. The NEXT ion engine
is part of the mission, on its maiden voyage. As part of the pre-launch risk reduction, erosion
characteristics of the extraction grid system were evaluated using laser measurements of sputtered
molybdenum atoms over the envelope of potential throttle conditions for the mission. Erosion rate
dependence on propellant flow rate as well as relative density and directionality of molybdenum
sputter from grid center to edge were measured. Sputtered atoms were found to have average radial
velocity directed toward the engine perimeter and increasing with radial distance. The relative
contribution of source and facility background gas and other sources of accelerator grid current
was examined as well as the influence of several engine operating parameters. Facility background
gas was found to influence engine operation more than a wall-mounted pressure gauge and typical
assumptions about ingestion would indicate. Far-field flux was estimated over the full angular range
based on the near-field relative density and velocity results and relying on quartz crystal microbalance
data at one location to fix absolute numbers everywhere. The results substantially deepen knowledge
and understanding of the complex grid erosion process of the engine and its lifetime, as grid failure
via erosion is the normal life limiter. Study results are also relevant to thruster–spacecraft integration
issues such as molybdenum deposition rate on solar cells and other spacecraft surfaces.

Keywords: laser; plasma; ion engine; accelerator grid; DART; asteroid; erosion; molybdenum;
ion propulsion

1. Introduction

The Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) is the world’s first planetary defense
test mission [1,2]. It is intended to measure orbital deflection of an asteroid upon intentional
impact. The DART spacecraft includes several advanced technologies for demonstration,
among them the NEXT (NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster) ion engine [3] on its maiden
flight. Due to favorable circumstances of the DART launch in November 2021, augmen-
tation of the Didymos B asteroid impact velocity by NEXT was very modest—much less
than previously planned. NEXT extracts xenon ions through thousands of individual
grid aperture pairs, forming ion beamlets that combine to make a macroscopic ion beam.
These engines sputter grid material into the plume, potentially shortening the thruster
lifetime [3–5]. Despite substantially higher grid lifetime compared to previous ion engine
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designs, the primary failure mechanism is still expected to result from degradation of the
accelerator grid structure by ion sputtering effects. Plume sputter flux depends on distance
and angle, thruster operating point, grid material, and facility background pressure. Net
mass deposition rates are also a function of ion beam flux profile, due to competition be-
tween deposition and erosion rates. Ion beam flux varies much more strongly with plume
angle than molybdenum flux. Absolute measurements of real-time net mass deposition
rate for surfaces exposed to the plume of a NASA NEXT ion engine with molybdenum
grids have been previously performed [6]. Although NEXT had been characterized in
considerable detail previously, data were lacking for engine operation over the range of
potential flow rate conditions for the DART mission. Flow conditions deviate from standard
throttle table settings established in ground tests due to reduced flow system accuracy for
the flight configuration. The flow of interest is the total passing through the discharge
chamber, which is the sum of discharge cathode (DCA) and main chamber rates. For the
present study, the flow rate dependence of thruster extraction grid erosion was investigated,
varying the flow rate about the standard operating condition targeted for DART.

In addition to effects on thruster lifetime, erosion and deposition effects lead directly
to integration issues for the spacecraft that use them. Metal and insulator atoms and ions
produced via sputter erosion may find their way into the plume and deposit on spacecraft
surfaces, modifying their properties. Due to the inherent divergence of the ion beam,
there may be intercepted spacecraft surfaces that undergo sputter erosion, modifying
roughness, composition, and thickness, and other surfaces with net deposition that leads
to modified thermal, optical, and electrical properties. Erosion and deposition processes
inside thrusters may modify lifetime potential of the device, and facility effects can create a
difference between ground test and in-space operation and lifetime.

Ion engine grids are typically fabricated from molybdenum. This is the case for
NSTAR, XIPS, and NEXT ion engines. Other materials, especially titanium and pyrolytic
graphite (carbon) grids, are replacement candidates. NASA’s NEXT ion engine has a
relatively low grid sputter rate and long lifetime [3]. Because molybdenum plume density
is approximately proportional to wear rate, for a given geometry, the low erosion rate of
NEXT limits its molybdenum plume density and makes in situ detection more challenging.
NEXT was designed with two extraction grids: screen and accelerator. Erosion occurs
primarily on the accelerator grid, due to xenon ion impingement. Age of the grids is a factor,
and operating hours were relatively low in the present case. Erosion rate can be studied by
various techniques, including real-time imaging of grid apertures, post-test dimensional
measurements, and real-time monitoring of erosion/deposition products. Fixed position
and rotating quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) were used previously to study plume
deposition rates for NEXT [6], and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) was also utilized [7].
Real-time monitoring of plume molybdenum density via LIF or deposition via QCM can be
challenging from a detection standpoint. The interpretation of witness plate and QCM data
is more complex if molybdenum arrival rate is low, due to surface reactions with residual
gas. The back-sputter of carbon from facility walls to thruster grids will alter their erosion
rate if carbon deposition is fast enough. Carbon back-sputter has been measured previously
and its effect analyzed [8,9].

For the present study, previously described in a conference paper [10], LIF Doppler
profiles were obtained across the grid face for several DART operating points, and the effect
of flow variation over the envelope possible for DART was evaluated. In addition, relative
Doppler profile data were collected at the grid center covering the full range of potential
DART operating points, and the effects of elevated background pressure and accelerator
grid voltage changes were explored. The focus was on moly density and velocity profile
variation across the grid face, including its dependence on parameters such as throttle
point, and these results are complementary to quartz crystal microbalance deposition
measurements. Combining LIF and QCM measurement data from the same location would
allow direct conversion of LIF signal to absolute density, but this is difficult to achieve. An
alternate approach was taken here, which also combines LIF and QCM data.
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2. Materials and Methods

A tunable ring laser was pumped by a Millenia eV 15 Watt diode-pumped solid-state
system, providing multi-line output at 532 nm. The unit is sealed and requires no laser
head adjustments in normal operation. Although the pump laser does not operate with
single frequency output, its amplitude stability and beam quality are good. The input
power level selected for ring laser pumping was approximately 11 Watts. A Thermo Neslab
RTE7 chiller provided temperature-controlled cooling water at low flow rate to the system,
which is sensitive to temperature variations.

A Coherent 899-21 ring laser operated in Ti:Sa configuration generated tunable single
frequency output that was locked to a scanning Fabry Perot reference cavity. A mix of short
wave and medium wave optical elements installed in the ring cavity enabled usable power
output over the 780–860 nm wavelength range without changing any optics. Typical power
output at 855 nm was 0.8 Watt. The Ti:Sa crystal was temperature controlled either by a
dedicated RTE7 chiller or by sharing a single unit that cooled Millenia diodes and Ti:Sa
crystal in parallel.

A small portion of the ring laser output was split off to be monitored by a Burleigh
WA-1500 wavemeter, with accuracy of about 0.002 wavenumber (specified accuracy of
+/−0.2 ppm at the current wavelength) and a 1500 MHz optical spectrum analyzer. An
optical telescope expanded the beam prior to admission to an MBD200 external frequency
doubler. An LBO crystal optimized for 780 nm operation was used for frequency dou-
bling. Output power at the 390 nm doubled wavelength, used for molybdenum LIF, was
approximately 5 mW. Figure 1 shows an overall layout diagram for the laser system.

Figure 1. Diagram of tunable laser system used for the LIF measurements.

After converting the dye laser fundamental to doubled output, the resulting ultraviolet
beam was chopped and sent up a periscope to a Brewster window port on the vacuum
facility. The beam was sent through a collimator before passing through the thruster plume
approximately 1 cm downstream of grid center, transverse to the thrust axis (see Figure 2).
A photodiode near the far wall of the vacuum facility was used to verify the beam alignment
or adjust as needed. At each LIF probe location across the 18-cm span from center to edge of
the extraction zone, the laser beam remained tangent to the nearest point on the accelerator
grid surface. The interrogation point was fixed in space, and the thruster was moved to
permit measurements along a linear path from grid center to the perimeter on one side. To
accomplish all this, the thruster had single-axis rotation (RS stage) and two-axis (X and
Y stages) linear translation degrees of freedom. In Figure 3, the outer dashed circle and
vector Rc defines the radius of curvature of the ion engine grids, X0 is the distance between
interrogation point and nearest grid surface, θ is the rotation angle from interrogation point
to grid center, and R is the difference between Rc and the vector Ra, which extends from
the RS stage axis of rotation to grid center. The positioning equations RS = θ, R = Rc − Ra,
Y = Rsinθ, and X = R(1− cosθ) + X0 were used. X and Y equal X0 and 0, respectively,
when θ = 0. The grid angle displayed in data plots is referenced with respect to the grid
radius of curvature. Axisymmetry was assumed for data analysis and interpretation to
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remain within the scope of the study. Small deviations from axisymmetry are known to
exist, based on more extensive current probe measurements [11]. Improved results could
be obtained by collecting and analyzing data for a series of azimuthal angles.

Figure 2. Photo of set-up inside the vacuum chamber (left), with magnified view of collection optic
assembly (right).

Figure 3. Diagram of thruster positioning relative to the fixed laser beam interrogation point, using
rotation of the thruster and translation along X and Y axes to keep the laser tangent with a constant
separation distance for each measurement location. Ra is not shown.

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements were obtained separately on the
same side of the grid, with a 15 MHz MK10 sun wise sensor made by QCM Research. This
detector, its collimation system, typical scanning methodology, and other details have been
documented previously [6].

Molybdenum atoms were excited from the ground state to an upper state that strongly
fluoresces, using a transition at 390 nm. Resonance fluorescence was collected with a
15-cm diameter concave aluminum mirror, and the converging beam was guided vertically
upward through a window port and focused into a 0.3-m McPherson 218 monochromator.
The detector was a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT output was fed into a lock-in
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amplifier and demodulated via phase-sensitive detection at the chopping frequency. The
laser frequency was scanned to record the Doppler profiles of sputtered molybdenum
atoms at various grid locations. The relative density of molybdenum at each location
could then be obtained by integrating over the Doppler profile. For one subset of LIF
measurements at grid center, the laser frequency was parked at the peak of the Doppler
profile. Laser scatter from the grid surface produced background signal that had to be
subtracted from the molybdenum LIF signal. This was particularly an issue near the edge
of the grid, due to scatter from the grid mask. At times X0 was increased by as much as
1.3-cm to greatly reduce scatter from the mask. When this was done, a modest correction
factor was applied to the molybdenum signal.

Because of moly sputter deposition around the engine, an acrylic sheet was mounted to
a rotatable stage and positioned above the collection optic. The acrylic was transmissive at
the fluorescence wavelength. The sheet was protected everywhere except above the mirror.
By rotating the sheet in 90-degree steps under vacuum, an unexposed region could be
placed above the mirror in case transmission of the previously exposed area was degraded.
This could be done three times without overlapping a previously exposed surface. The
collection optic was below the thruster, displaced approximately 7 cm downstream from
the interrogation point to avoid occlusion of the collected fluorescence by the thruster.

NEXT was operated in the Aerospace EP2 facility, which is 9.8-m long and cylindrical
with a 2.4-m diameter. Up to 10 PHPK cryopumps of re-entrant and standard 1.2-m designs
can be operated simultaneously. The re-entrant pumps provide improved xenon pumping
speed performance, up to 35,000 L/s each, with the drawbacks that the chamber internal
volume is reduced and carbon backsputter rate is elevated. Data were obtained for various
potential DART throttle conditions, with additional measurements on effects of elevating
background xenon gas density and varying beam and accel voltage. To elevate background
pressure, xenon gas was bled into the vacuum chamber through a sidewall port outlet
about 1.8 m from the thruster, at a plume angle of approximately 45 degrees. The principal
pressure gauge (Stabil-ion type ionization gauge) for background measurements was 1.3 m
away, mounted off the chamber wall approximately 5 cm downstream from the grid apex.
It did not have a line-of-sight view to the plasma inside the vacuum chamber.

NEXT has three distinct flow rates going through the neutralizer, the discharge cathode
(DCA), and the discharge chamber. Direct flow into the discharge chamber (main flow)
dominates the total and is the sum of the discharge cathode and the discharge chamber;
this is what is plotted in Figure 4. For DART flight operations, the neutralizer flow rate is
elevated substantially beyond the minimum needed. Flow rate variations were evaluated
to ±6% for the cathode (five settings) and the neutralizer (three settings), and to ±3% for
the main (three settings).

Throttle level TL28 is included in the standard NEXT throttle table; TT10 and TT11
are the latest versions [4]. In Figure 4, it corresponds to the flow condition designated as
nominal (η≈ 0.900, discharge flow rate = 41.812); the flow variations are with respect to this
throttle condition. The nomenclature DTLXX-Y-Z designates a DART throttle condition,
complete with flow rates: D indicates the throttle level is DART-specific, Y indicates the
total discharge chamber flow rate (sum of discharge cathode and main), and Z designates
neutralizer flow rate; A is the highest flow rate and O is the lowest. The propellant mass
utilization, η, is equal to

.
mI/

.
mT , where

.
mI is mass flow rate of ions from the thruster,

and
.

mT is the sum of ion and neutral rates (total discharge chamber mass flow rate). The
neutralizer exit is a significant distance downstream from the grids and to the side; its
flow adds little xenon density at the grid face, and it is excluded from the total discharge
chamber mass flow rate and most of the analysis we will describe. The neutral flow fraction
is given by 1 − η and, for fixed beam current (Ib) conditions as normally employed in the
present study, (1 − η)/η is proportional to average xenon neutral density. To improve the
accuracy of η figures used in the data plots, correction factors were estimated for both
background gas ingestion by the thruster and Xe2+/Xe+ fraction (about 4% in this case).
The former correction assumed a Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity distribution and density
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as measured by the wall ion gauge above the thruster. The latter correction was based on
available NEXT measurement data for the Xe2+/Xe+ fraction. Both corrections were small.

Figure 4. Flow rates and uncorrected mass utilization settings for evaluating NEXT over the range
of potential DART operating conditions. The most “flooded” condition is at the upper left and
corresponds to DTL28-A-A. The “nominal” condition is DTL28-H-H (0.900, 41.812), and most “lean”
is DTL28-O-O (0.931, 40.434). Note that DTL28-H-H is equivalent to TL28 with respect to flow
through the discharge chamber.

3. Results
3.1. Relative Erosion Rates at Grid Center

The dependence of LIF signal on the throttle condition was studied at grid center,
with the laser frequency tuned to the center of the Doppler profile. For each setpoint,
the beam current was 2.70 Amperes. Beam (Vb) and accelerator grid voltages (−Va) are
indicated in Figure 5, which plots the relative LIF signal amplitude at the peak of the
Doppler profile, with additional engine parameters listed in Table 1. At grid center, this
profile is highly symmetric, and its peak position coincides with the molybdenum rest
frequency. To generate the plot, we have assumed the width of the Doppler profile to
be constant, and the off-resonance signal due to laser scatter has been subtracted. The
variation of molybdenum peak density indicates significant dependence on propellant mass
utilization. This is to be expected if the erosion rate at the LIF probe location is strongly
affected by ion–neutral charge exchange (CEX) interactions [5,12].
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Figure 5. Relative peak molybdenum density at grid center as a function of throttle condition.
Nominal ion beam (Vb) and absolute value accelerator grid voltages (|Va|) are as shown, with throttle
condition labels underneath. Table 1 provides additional information.

Table 1. Engine parameters for Figure 5 throttle conditions.

Throttle Condition Ia
(mA) (1 − η)/η

Facility
Pressure (Torr;

Corrected)

Flow Rates (sccm)
Main/Cath/Neut

DTLNEW-H-O-1021-xxx 9.51 0.119 2.58 × 10−6 37.54/4.26/4.71

DTL28-H-H 9.40 0.119 2.61 × 10−6 37.54/4.26/5.00

DTL28-O-O 8.70 0.0788 2.50 × 10−6 36.40/4.01/4.71

DTL28-A-A 10.0 0.155 2.73 × 10−6 38.68/4.52/5.30

DTL29-A-A 9.90 0.155 2.76 × 10−6 38.68/4.52/5.30

DETL2.7B-H-O 9.55 0.118 2.58 × 10−6 37.54/4.26/4.71

DTL30MOD 8.85 0.118 2.67 × 10−6 37.54/4.26/4.71

Ion–neutral CEX interactions convert fast ions into relatively slow ions, for which
accel grid impingement probability is greatly enhanced. Their volumetric production
rate is proportional to the product of neutral density and ion flux. Because total flow
rate variation is small over the range of throttle conditions in Figure 5, neutral fraction in
the source flow is clearly an influential factor. However, comparison of DETL2.7B-H-O
and DTL30MOD, which have the same propellant utilization and accel voltage, reveals
the critical importance of beam (or total) voltage. This is a general trend, apparent from
the rapid falloff of moly density with total (Vb + |Va|) voltage, shown in Figure 6. The
data were fitted to an exponential function, chosen on a phenomenological rather than
theoretical basis. Most of the scatter in the plot is likely attributable to variations in Va and
η. A similar trend was observed previously, for data obtained over a range of the beam
current, flow rate, and other variables [7]. For the present dataset, the beam current was
not varied.
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Figure 6. Relative peak density at grid center as a function of nominal total voltage for the throttle
conditions included in Figure 5. The data were fit to an exponential function. Most of the plot scatter
is due to variations in propellant mass utilization and accel voltage.

Comparison of moly density for the two “DTLNEW-H-O” cases indicates that accel
voltage is also influential. A plot showing the “DTLNEW-H-O” cases with −125 and
−200 accel voltages is given in Figure 7, together with DTL-H-H, which has the same
discharge flow conditions. The Ia variation between these throttle conditions was several
percent at most, with facility background pressure fluctuation determined to be the primary
cause. Linear density dependence on |Va| is anticipated if most moly density results from
ion accel impingement with energy driven by the magnitude of the accel voltage. The plot
is consistent with that.

Figure 7. Effect of accelerator grid voltage on LIF signal at grid center for DTL28-H-H and DTLNEW
throttle points (see Figure 5). Discharge chamber flow rates were identical.

In Figure 8, we present a collection of results. Among the findings are that average
xenon neutral density (proportional to (1 − η)/η) extrapolates to zero long before Ia
approaches it, background pressure similarly extrapolates to zero with nonzero Ia intercept,
QCM signal extrapolates to zero concurrently with background pressure, and extrapolation
to zero of moly density (LIF signal) at grid center correlates much better with (1 − η)/η
than with Ia. Figure 8d shows that the moly density at grid center is highly sensitive
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to the relative change of Ia. In addition, LIF data were obtained while facility pumping
speed was reduced due to fewer pumps operating, whereas two additional cryopumps
were online during the subsequent QCM work. Ia changed proportionally to pumping
speed despite equivalent background pressure. The source flow is identical, but with
reduced pumping speed, lower bleed rate of background gas produced the same elevated
background pressure. Because the background gas was fed in through a port that views
the thruster, some of the gas collided directly with the accel grid and this may explain the
slope change with pumping speed for the accel current vs. background pressure plot.

Figure 8. DTL28 parameter variations. (a) Dependence of accel current on the (1 − η)/η function;
(b) QCM signal dependence on background pressure near peak of DTL28-H-H deposition rate profile;
(c) accel current variation with background pressure; and (d) molybdenum peak LIF signal variation
with accel current and (1 − η)/η at grid center.

3.2. Relative Doppler and Density Profiles across the Grid Face

Lineshape profiles at each of the five LIF probe angles across the grid face are shown
in Figure 9. Profile shapes are due to the Doppler effect and were fit, in most cases, with a
Gaussian function

f (x) = a1 exp

(
−
(

x− a2

a4

)2
)
+ a3, (1)

where the ai are fitting parameters. The largest angle, 17 degrees, was the only exception.
Here the profile was clearly asymmetric, and the existence of a long tail on the high
frequency side significantly reduced the quality of fit for the Gaussian function. For this
case, a modified function with Thompson character [13,14] was utilized:

f (x) = a1(a2(x− 12807.0))2/
(
(a2(x− a5))

2 + a2
3)

a4
)
+ a6. (2)
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Figure 9. Molybdenum Doppler profiles at the five grid angles probed by LIF for DTL28-H-H.
Progressive peak shifting occurs from grid center to edge, together with narrowing of the profile.
Profiles are pure Gaussian at grid center and acquire significant Thompson character near the edge.

As shown by Figures 9 and 10, lineshape width was reduced by nearly half at high
grid angles compared to its maximum. Laser frequency at the peak of the profile shifted
progressively higher with angle, corresponding to a velocity component directed radially
outward. The observed velocity profile was symmetric at grid center, whereas near the
perimeter it was substantially asymmetric. Near the edge, the Doppler profile shows that
most molybdenum atoms are moving radially away from the thrust axis, with few atoms
traveling in the opposite direction.

Figure 10. Measured position of peak Doppler profile for DTL28-H-H, from center to edge of grid.
The a4 coefficient is a measure of width, obtained from fitting profiles with Equation (1).

The intensity of laser-induced fluorescence from sputtered molybdenum plume atoms,
after integrating over the Doppler profile, is proportional to the particle density in the region
of interrogation. Doppler profiles are Gaussian in nature for particles with a thermalized
velocity distribution, and the averaged velocity vector is zero. Sputtered atom velocity
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is more complex, with directed velocity away from the point of origin so that the sum
of particle velocity vectors does not vanish. The Thompson distribution function works
better to model such profiles if the laser beam is aligned with the most probable direction
of motion from the sputter site. In the present case, the region of interaction between
laser and interrogated molybdenum atoms is approximately 1 cm distance from the grid
surface, and the laser beam passes tangent to the nearest grid point. Although the Doppler
profile is really a hybrid with both Gaussian and Thompson character, we have been able
to conveniently fit the measured Doppler profiles across the grid face using pure Gaussian
functions, except for the 17-degree data points where the quality of fit is degraded. The
width obtained from the Gaussian fit at 17 degrees is included in Figure 10 for comparison.

The Doppler shift of the peak profile density from grid center to edge was approx-
imately 0.10 cm−1 at the fundamental laser frequency. The corresponding velocity shift
was easily calculated, and we obtained 2.34 km/s, which is equivalent to 2.7 eV kinetic
energy—about half the most probable energy for sputtered molybdenum atoms under
low energy Xe+ bombardment [15]. Accounting for the square root relationship between
energy and velocity, we estimate the velocity component aligned with laser direction equals
V0/
√

2, and the most probable direction therefore crosses the laser beam at approximately
45 degrees. For low energy Xe+-Mo sputtering with 45 degrees the most probable angle
of efflux, the Xe+ angle of incidence (AOI) is approximately 45 degrees off-normal and in
the plane defined by surface normal and Xe+ incoming trajectory [15]. The sum of these
angles is roughly 90 degrees for the AOI range 30–70 degrees, although it increases slightly
for higher AOI and decreases for lower AOI. Figure 11 depicts example impingement and
efflux directions, with laser beam crossings that generate blue Doppler shifts consistent
with results near the grid edge. We have CEX ion impacts on accel barrels by ions traveling
in the downstream direction and similar impacts by ions traveling in the upstream direction,
but the upstreaming ions will little affect molybdenum density in the region probed by LIF.
Barrel impacts over a range of AOI values by downstreaming ions and accel downstream
face impacts by upstreaming ions can both produce blue-shift laser crossings of the required
magnitude.

Figure 11. Diagram of a single screen and accel grid aperture pair (not to scale), illustrating hypothet-
ical scenarios for Xe+ impingement trajectories and associated directionality for peak molybdenum
density distributions. The diagram applies to grid locations away from the center. Preferential
carbon deposition sites and radial velocity of backstreaming CEX ions are potential causes of moly
directional bias. Cusps are an artifact of the grid formation process and gradually wear away; they
are not shown.
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The grid fabrication process leaves a cusp in the middle of the accel barrel, which
reduces its effective diameter and raises the barrel erosion rate. Residual cusps would have
been present for the grid set used in the present study. Their existence changes the AOI
distribution for both upstream and downstream ion barrel impingement and modifies the
neutral densities. Upstreaming ions could produce significant Doppler shift at the laser
crossing, even if well-aligned with the beamlet axis, due to cusp impingement. More details
about cusp geometry are available in the literature [16].

Moly density decreases substantially across the grid face, especially near the perimeter,
as shown by Figure 12, where the profiles were scaled according to the relative magnitudes
measured at grid center (see Figure 5 results). The profiles depend on propellant utilization.
With other factors remaining constant, moly density will vary with the local product
of beam current density and neutral density. Beam current density has been measured
near the grid face using a miniature planar probe, with less than 15% variation from 0 to
12-degree grid angle [11]. Whereas the source neutral density may change more than this,
the anticipated moly density reduction at 12 degrees—even if background density made no
contribution, although it certainly does—is less than observed. The reduced width of the
Doppler profile at 12 degrees compared to 0 degrees and its peak shift are consistent with
carbon deposition on the large-radius side of the barrel, or with radial velocity bias for CEX
ion impingement on the downstream accel face at 12 degrees. Post-test grid inspection did
suggest preferential carbon deposition on the large-radius side of barrels displaced from
grid center, supporting the former explanation.

Figure 12. Relative molybdenum density profiles for high and low utilization DTL28.

The densities of source flow and background xenon neutrals will affect overall grid
erosion rate as well as local rates, moly density profile across the grid, accel current
collection, and so on. Rough estimates for source and background densities are given
in Table 2. Accel grid current due to CEX ions created from background neutrals was
estimated from the relation

Ia(bkgnd) = nbdσcexld Ib, (3)

where σcex is the CEX cross section for Xe+-Xe [10], ld is the effective distance over which
charge exchange ions are collected, Ib is thruster beam current, and nbd is the density of
background xenon neutrals in the region where CEX ions are created and collected. This
region can be considered to extend from a downstream surface outside the extraction grid
system up to the plasma sheath near the screen grid. However, we ignore the intergrid
region, as its contribution is relatively minor and stops at the downstream accel face. Each
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of the parameters is well known except for ld and possibly nbd, which might be enhanced
by a pileup of backstreaming neutrals at the downstream face of the accel [17–19]. A similar
equation is written for source neutrals:

Ia(source) = (nsulu + nsdld)σcex Ib, (4)

where nsu is the intergrid (upstream) source density, and nsd is source density just down-
stream from the accel grid. The contribution of intergrid Xe+-Xe scattering to Ia has been
neglected. For source flow, the accel current associated with downstream neutrals is ex-
pected to be larger than the upstream contribution, but not necessarily dominate the other.
The ld parameter is an unknown for source flow, as it is for background gas, and will
vary with thruster operating parameters, such as beam and accel voltage [20]. Identical
capture probabilities are assumed for downstream CEX ions, whether derived from source
or background flow. The same 100% capture probability is assumed for intergrid ions,
which can be a significant overestimate. Equating the ingoing transmitted flux for an accel
aperture to the flux just downstream, we write

1
4

nsuvsuK = nsdvsd−ax, (5)

where vsu is the intergrid thermal velocity, vsd−ax is the downstream average axial velocity,
and K is the Clausen factor for the aperture. Estimating K as 0.6 and equating the two
velocities based on Monte Carlo simulation results [21], we obtain nsu ∼= 7nsd. Assuming
ld = 15lu, because the collection length for downstream ions is much longer, we rewrite
Equation (4) as

Ia(source) = 1.5nsdldσcex Ib. (6)

Summing Equations (3) and (6) and allowing for an additional current source, we obtain

Ia(total) = (nb + 1.5nsd)ldσcex Ib + C. (7)

Here, C accounts for current that remains when η = 100% and the facility has infinite
pumping speed. Fixing the value of 1.5nsd at 1 × 1011 cm−3 for DTL28-H-H (compare with
density figures in Table 2), scaling nsd according to (1 − η)/η, and applying Equation (7),
the data plotted in Figure 8a can be modeled easily. For the model result shown, nbd is
3.1 × 1011 cm−3, ld is 1.70 cm, and C is 1 mA. Increasing C to 2 mA drives nbd down to
2.6 × 1011 cm−3, with ld equal to 1.68. Conversely, reducing C to zero pushes nbd up to
3.6 × 1011 cm−3, with ld equal to 1.68. In all cases the nbd

nsd
ratio is substantially above the

estimate of 1.4 obtained from a simple calculation of average densities (see Table 2). It is not
unreasonable to expect the background density at the downstream grid face to be elevated
above the ion gauge measurement at the wall. A portion of the neutral flux impinging
on the accel downstream face may backflow from the beamstop with directional bias and
elevated axial velocity [18,19]. Other complicating factors include the ~9% background
pressure rise for the transition from DTL28-O-O to DTL28-A-A, which increases Ia and
flattens the experimental data plot in Figure 8a. Correcting for this effect would reduce the
rate of change of Ia with respect to η and further increase the background density when the
data are modeled. Average collection length (ld) and the effective enhancement factor for
background xenon density relative to wall ionization gauge, both derived from the model,
are listed in Table 3. The assumed value of C is especially influential on the enhancement
factor, changing it by as much as ±25%.

Intergrid CEX ion impingement on accel barrels tends to be more efficient at producing
molybdenum density at the LIF probe location than normal AOI impingement on the
downstream face, because their potentially elevated impingement energy [22] and off-
normal AOI [23] increases the sputter yield. The same is true for direct barrel impingement
of beamlet ions, although we note that if AOI is very high—near grazing incidence—the
sputter yield coefficient will drop accordingly. If the barrel impingement probability is
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high, intergrid CEX ions may collectively contribute more to the probed moly density than
downstream CEX ions.

Table 2. Rough estimates for average DTL28-H-H background and source densities.

Location Background Density
(cm−3)

Source Density
(cm−3) Total Density (cm−3)

Near Accel Grid,
Downstream Side 9 × 1010 # 7 × 1010 1.6 × 1011

Discharge Chamber <9 × 1010 # 2 × 1012 2 × 1012

Intergrid Region ≤9 × 1010 # 5 × 1011 6 × 1011

# Density may be elevated due to high flux of backstreaming facility neutrals toward grids.

Moly sputter rate will be reduced wherever net carbon deposition is occurring. Central
regions of the grid are little affected, but in outer regions beamlet current is reduced and
net carbon deposition occurs, depending on throttle condition and specific location. If
source density is also reduced, the effect of η on moly density becomes small, due to
the small product of ion flux and neutral density and accumulation of carbon deposits.
Figure 12 suggests that the effect of varying mass utilization tapers off at grid edge for
the target DART operating point. Determining molybdenum efflux rate as a function of
angle requires azimuthal integration at the polar angle of interest, so large-radius regions
are weighted more heavily than central grid regions. Based on this observation, and
flux enhancements due to off-normal moly directional preferences already discussed, we
anticipate less utilization dependence for moly deposition flux recorded via quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) at 1 m than for near-field moly density at grid center. The data confirm
this conjecture.

Table 3. Results of accel current collection model for DTL28. The collection length is also a measure
of separation distance between ion beam neutralization front and accel downstream face.

Downstream CEX Average Collection Length, ld (cm) Background Density Enhancement Factor *

1.7 ≈3

* Relative to wall ionization gauge measurement.

3.3. Absolute Density Model Based on Near-Field LIF and Far-Field QCM Data

As already discussed, integrated Doppler profiles are proportional to molybdenum
density at each probed location. Each density obtained was treated as a quantity with
arbitrary units. The relationship between relative and absolute density was expressed as

ρabs = kρLIF, (8)

where ρabs is the absolute sputter density, and ρLIF is the relative density obtained via LIF.
The constant k is the conversion factor from relative to absolute units.

LIF data collected at 0◦, 4◦, 8◦, 12◦, and 17◦ from the thrust axis were fit to Gaussian
curves. The five fitted curves were integrated and linearly interpolated, after subtracting
baselines, to produce ρLIF as a multivariable function of angle and LIF frequency.

The scans of sputtered molybdenum LIF produce Doppler profiles corresponding to
the velocity distribution component that is colinear with the laser beam. Molybdenum
velocity components orthogonal to the laser beam do not produce a Doppler shift, therefore
the two-dimensional velocity distribution is projected into one-dimension. Nonetheless,
the 2D distribution can be reconstructed approximately by assuming it is rotationally
symmetric about an axis through the peak of the observed LIF profile and azimuthally
symmetric with respect to the grid. Off-center grid locations have non-zero directed velocity
toward the periphery of the grid, enhancing their flux contributions at high angles with
respect to the thrust axis.
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The two-dimensional distribution was assumed to be Gaussian with the form

ρrel
(
Vx, Vy

)
=

1
2πσ2 e−

[(Vx−µx)2+(Vy−µy)2 ]
2σ2 (9)

where σ is standard deviation, a measure of profile width, Vx and Vy are two orthogonal
velocity components in a plane with its normal defined by a ray pointing in the direction of
maximum sputter density, and ray origin is at the grid location tangent to the laser beam.
This plane is not necessarily tangent to the grid because the peak position of the LIF profile
shifts to higher frequencies across the grid face, from apex to edge, indicating increasing
radial velocity with distance from the apex. The shifted peak was assumed to only be
shifted in one dimension along the axis of the laser beam. The variable Vy is the velocity
component normal to the axis of the laser beam; Vx is in the same plane as the plane formed
by the laser beam axis and grid normal. Because the plane of Vx and Vy may not be tangent
to the grid, the component Vx may be angled with respect to the laser beam. This angle, ψ,
is the same angle by which the peak axis is angled from the grid normal. The quantities µx
and µy correspond to peak position with zero Doppler shift. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the
geometry involved.

The scans of sputter LIF describe Equation (9) integrated across the entire y-axis.
Additionally, due to the shifted peak angles, the velocity component along the axis of the
laser beam is equal to Vx/ cos ψ. Therefore, the relative density described by magnitude of
the LIF signal is

ρLIF(Vx, ψ) =
1

2πσ2 e−
(Vx/ cos ψ−µx)2

2σ2

∫ ∞

−∞
e−

(Vy−µy)2

2σ2 dVy =
1√
2πσ

e−
(Vx/ cos ψ−µx)2

2σ2 . (10)

Substituting the x-axis term in Equation (9) with Equation (10) gives the two-dimensional
density distribution as a function of the measured relative densities and the y-axis term:

ρrel
(
Vx, Vy, ψ

)
=

1
2πσ2

(√
2πσρLIF(Vx, ψ)

)
e−

(Vy−µy)2

2σ2 (11)

Because the distribution is assumed to be axisymmetric, the function can be evaluated
at the y-value that corresponds with the peak position of the two-dimensional distribution,
i.e., the origin of the distribution, where Vy = µy. The relative density can be evaluated as
a function of only Vx and the shifted peak angle:

ρrel(Vx, ψ) =
ρLIF(Vx, ψ)√

2πσ
. (12)

The standard deviation was found from fitted curves for the interpolated LIF data.
Equation (12) shows that the flattened two-dimensional Gaussian simply scales the true
distribution by a constant. Because the data are relative with only arbitrary units, the con-
stant multiple in Equation (8) can be neglected when correlating the far field flux prediction
and the QCM data, but the value of the conversion factor is important when determining
absolute densities across the grid face, and so the additional terms in Equation (12) are
included for all calculations.

To find the conversion factor to translate the relative mass units to absolute units, the
LIF relative density data were correlated with mass flux QCM data. The QCM measure-
ments were taken at a 1 m distance from the grid. Therefore, in order to correlate the relative
LIF data with the absolute QCM data, the LIF data were used to predict the mass flux of
sputter at the distances corresponding to the QCM measurements. This prediction provides
insight into the mass flux across the entire 1 m far field, and it produces the conversion
factor to compute absolute densities for sputter across the grid face. The prediction was
calculated in MATLAB by approximating the geometry of the thruster grid, grid mask,
and 1 m far field. The discrete elements of the geometries were then used to ray-trace
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sputter trajectories from the grid face to the far field. Performing these calculations over
the grid face area and summing their contributions at each far-field location produced a
prediction for relative sputter mass fluxes at 1-m distance in the horizontal plane. This
result could then be correlated with QCM data to produce the desired relative-to-absolute
conversion factor.

Figure 13. Diagram of one-half of the NEXT grid, and shift of average velocity vector for moly sputter
efflux with respect to local grid normal.

Figure 14. Diagram showing an arbitrary area element near the NEXT grid face and coordinate
system for analyzing its contribution at an arbitrary location along an arc 1 m from thruster.

The grid and grid mask were discretized into matrices of points in vector space, where
the coordinate system origin was set at the center of grid curvature. The grid geometry was
assumed to be a spherical cap with defined radius of curvature. The LIF relative density
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measurements were assumed to occur at this radius, even though in the experimental setup
the measurements were taken at points approximately 1 cm distance from the grid face.
The range of polar angles that describes the grid active area was assumed to be +/− 15◦.
The grid was discretized into elements with size 1◦ polar and 1◦ azimuthal, relative to the
stated coordinate system. The grid and grid mask were discretized into matrices of points
in vector space, where the coordinate system origin was set at the center of grid curvature.

The grid mask was assumed to be conical in shape, where the edge of the cone
approximates the furthest edge of the grid mask, and the cone apex is at the origin. This
assumption was made because any particle with trajectory above this grid mask edge
is unaffected, whereas any particle below is obstructed by the grid. This is identically
accomplished with the conical geometry. The cone was discretized into elements with size 1
cm radially by 10◦ azimuthally. The grid mask element coordinates were then triangulated
to produce a triangle mesh.

The far field was approximated as an arc along a spherical surface with radius equal
to 1 m and origin at the center of the grid exit plane. The arc corresponds to a path along
the spherical surface at azimuthal angle 0◦. The points in the far field were parameterized
as a function of their angle from the thruster exit plane. Again, the origin of each point was
set at the center of curvature of the grid. The plane of the QCM was assumed to be normal
to the line drawn from the center of the grid exit plane to the given point in the far field.

The flux of moly sputter in the far field was predicted from the LIF grid sputter
densities by summing the differential flux from each differential grid area for any given
point in the far field. The differential flux for any given differential grid area was determined
by first finding the sputter flux at the grid and then calculating the mass flow from the grid
element to the far field. The sputter flux at the grid was found from the product of the local
sputter density and speed,

djg = ρrelV. (13)

The local sputter density, ρrel , was found from Equation (12), where the density is a
function of Vx and the peak shift angle, ψ. Both are functions of the given differential grid
area, dAg, and the polar angle of the given point in the far field, θ fo ; djg is the differential
flux at the grid. The sputter speed, V, is assumed constant.

The velocity distribution of sputtered particles was assumed to be independent of
angle—both polar and azimuthal with respect to the grid aperture normal. The constant
speed value was found by averaging the speeds of sputter with incidence angle 30◦ and
field angle −45◦, weighted by the relative sputter densities [15]. The constant speed
used was 0.497729 cm−1 or 5.83 × 105 cm/s, assuming an unshifted wavenumber of
25,614.357 cm−1.

The local sputter density, ρrel , is a function of the given grid differential area position
and the given point in the far field. The position vectors of each are used to find the sputter
density from Equation (12) and the interpolated LIF data.

The vector that describes the path of a sputtered moly particle is w, and it can be
found for any given point in the far field and any given differential area on the grid by
subtracting the position vector of the grid differential area, u, from the position vector of
the far field point, v. Put concisely:

w = v− u. (14)

With the assumption of constant speed sputter particles, the sputter velocity is given by

V = Vŵ, (15)

where ŵ is the unit sputter vector, normalized from Equation (14). The density of moly
sputter in the direction of ŵ was found by inputting the velocity V into the relative density
function derived from the interpolated LIF data. This was done by taking the sine of
the angle between w and the density distribution’s axis of symmetry. The result is the
Doppler-shifting velocity component, which, converted to wavenumbers, can be inputted
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into Equation (12), where the LIF relative density function is the multivariable function
from the interpolated LIF data. With the sputter speed and relative density at the grid
in the direction of the given point in the far field, the differential flux can be found from
Equation (13).

The net mass flow from the grid differential area, dAg, to the far field differential area,
dA f , is described by

djgdAgdΩ f = djgdAg
dA f cos θ f

R2 (16)

where dΩ f is the solid angle with which dA f is seen from dAg; R is the distance from
dAg to dA f , and θ f is the far field angle between the far field normal and the incident
sputter vector. The mass flux in the far field was desired, and so dA f was divided out of
Equation (16). Therefore, the far field flux is

dj f = djgdAg cos θ f R−2. (17)

Combining Equations (12), (13), and (17) gives a final function for the far field mass
flux using the described geometry and measured data,

dj f =

ρLIF

(
θdAg , θp

)
√

2πσ
V

dAg cos θ f R−2. (18)

The total sputter flux at a given point in the far field from the grid is given by the
summation

j f =
N

∑
i=1

ρLIF

(
θdAgi

, θpi

)
√

2πσ
V

dAgi cos θ fi
R−2

i , (19)

where N is the number of discrete grid elements.
Not all grid elements contribute sputter flux to a point in the far field—there are two

factors preventing a given element’s contribution: occlusion by the grid and occlusion
by the grid mask. To calculate occlusion by the grid, all elements were neglected whose
sputter vector had an obtuse included angle between it and the given element normal
vector. Because the grid geometry is spherical, any sputter vector with an obtuse angle
intersects the grid itself, and so the given element cannot contribute flux to the far field.

Grid mask occlusion was calculated by finding the intersection point between the
sputter vector and every plane of the mask triangulation. If the intersection point was
within the triangle that defined the plane, then the sputter vector was obstructed, and any
contributions from that grid element were neglected.

Using these methods, the flux of moly sputter for a given point in the far field was
calculated. Iterating this calculation over the entire far field produced the complete flux pre-
diction. The calculation was performed for angles −13◦ to 90◦ from the thruster exit plane.

With the complete prediction, the QCM data and far field prediction were correlated
by assuming they were related by a single constant, as described by Equation (8). The
conversion constant was found by correlating the two datasets at angles from the grid exit
plane of 12◦ and 16◦ and averaging the conversion factor for each. This conversion factor
was then applied to both the far-field flux prediction and the grid density plots. Figure 15
shows the 1-m distance predicted absolute flux profile based on the near-field LIF measure-
ments calibrated with a selected portion of the raw QCM data, also plotted. The shape of
the predicted moly flux profile deviates strongly from a simple cosine approximation due
to the variation of production efficiency across the grid and preferred directionality.
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Figure 15. Sputter flux profile along 1-m arc for DTL28-H-H operating condition, based on near-field
LIF measurement correlated with QCM data for absolute flux determination.

At larger forward angles, ion flux wins out over moly deposition, and the QCM records
net erosion. In the backflow region, the grid mask eliminates line of sight from the grid,
but the QCM still detects low level deposition. The signal may be due to moly ions whose
trajectory is bent by local plume electric fields into the backflow region [24]. Figure 16
plots absolute moly sputter densities near the grid face. A simple linear fit was performed,
without theoretical justification.

Figure 16. Absolute molybdenum density near the grid face for DTL28-H-H.
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Although the QCM data provide absolute deposition rate figures, the angular profiles
generated typically involve significant uncertainty. This is because of several factors,
including the complexities of slow deposition in a vacuum environment with low levels of
residual gases and sensitivity to the local thermal environment because of imperfect sense
and reference crystal matching.

4. Discussion

An ion optics set built to the DART standard was unavailable until after these LIF
and QCM measurements were performed in late 2017–early 2018, therefore an engineering
model grid set was utilized. This grid set had been operated for several hundreds of hours
at the time, compared to several thousand for our previous LIF and QCM work [6,7]. The
peak deposition rate of the newer grid set was similar, according to QCM results, but their
behaviors differed in some other respects. Although NEXT design reduces the effect, barrel
wear is still significantly elevated early in grid life [25].

Background neutrals approaching the screen grid from downstream have the advan-
tage of not crossing a region with an intense, ionizing flux of electrons. Therefore, instead
of becoming ionized and driven away by the electric field, most passing through an accel
aperture will reach the screen grid. If the flux of these neutrals into the grid set is enhanced,
as the analysis indicated, and directional, the strong influence of elevated background
pressure on erosion rate that is typically observed becomes more understandable. In previ-
ous QCM work and for DTL28-H-H in the present study, it was found that the observed
deposition rate was approximately proportional to background pressure for most operating
points [6]. TL12 was a very notable exception. TL12 has over-focused beamlets at grid
edge, resulting in onset of direct impingement there. Elevated background density was
found to reduce the deposition rate rather than increasing it. Evidently, the elevated density
flattened the curvature of the plasma sheath at the screen grid, moving ion trajectories away
from the over-focused condition and thereby reducing direct impingement and erosion
rate at the grid edge [6]. In contrast, this effect on trajectories will increase barrel impinge-
ment if beamlets are already under-focused, a condition associated with much higher
ion throughput than pertains to TL12. Therefore, other operating points—for example
DTL28-A-A—may receive a boost in barrel erosion rate from this effect in addition to the
higher CEX production during the transition from DTL28-H-H.

Based on past experimental and theoretical work, it is expected that all CEX ions
formed in the region between accel grid and the downstream point at which ion beam
neutralization is reached will be drawn upstream and impinge on the accel grid [25–27].
This distance is the neutralization length, which we equate to ld. Impingement occurs
on the downstream face and barrel and possibly the upstream face. Variation of beamlet
current and beam voltage is predicted by simulations to moderately affect the value of
ld [20]. Theoretical treatments struggled to produce realistic neutralization length estimates,
finding values that were too small [26]—much less than 1 cm. Later work was generally
consistent with ld ≈ 2 cm [25,27], which is close to our estimated value (see Table 3). The
distance is nominally determined by the position where beamlets have merged to produce
plasma of approximately uniform potential. This location will vary with beamlet current,
beam and accel voltages, propellant utilization, background neutral density, and grid
geometry; all these parameters influence ion trajectories. Some fraction of CEX ions formed
further downstream of the neutralization point may also contribute to accel current.

Extrapolation of DTL28 flow settings to 100% propellant mass utilization (zero neutral
density from source flow) coincided with about 7 mA residual accel current (Ia). Extrap-
olation from DTL28 to zero background density coincided with about 5 mA residual Ia.
In each case, a linear relationship was found. The accel current contribution was higher
for background neutrals compared to source neutrals, on average. Grid-center moly den-
sity varied quickly with Ia and more slowly with source neutral density (see slopes in
Figure 8d). It extrapolated approximately to zero as η approached unity, whereas LIF signal
was completely lost with much more modest Ia percentage change. Here it is important to
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remember that moly relative density was a local measurement, whereas Ia and (1 − η)/η
are “global” parameters averaged over the entire grid area. Beamlet current is higher near
grid center compared to grid edge, and the same may be true for source density, yet the
periphery is weighted more strongly due to area factor. NEXT was designed for improved
beam flatness [28], but the variation that exists still limits the beam extraction capability.
The neutral density profile is unknown, and although the design was intended to avoid
the severe neutral depletion observed with NSTAR [29], the dual peaks in the Xe2+ beam
profile [11] suggest a double dip neutral profile. Background gas density, in contrast, is
nearly constant over the grid face, so dependence of moly density on source flow compared
to background gas is enhanced at grid center.

The rapid variation of grid-center moly density with Ia is consistent with greater Ia
change at grid center compared to grid average. A similar statement applies for source flow
xenon neutral density as reflected by (1 − η)/η, although the contribution of background
gas reduces the percentage change for overall xenon neutral density as η is varied. In any
case, if 7 mA of accel current remains after excluding the source density, and 5 mA of that
is related to background gas, additional factors may contribute on the order of 2 mA (see
Table 4). One of these potential sources is the ion beam neutralizer [30], another is direct
impingement by primary beamlet ions.

Table 4. Rough estimate of accelerator grid current contributions for DTL28-H-H.

Contributor Downstream Face (mA) Barrels (mA) Energy (eV)

Background gas neutrals 5 * ≤175
Downstream source gas neutrals 1.5 * ≤175

Intergrid source gas neutrals 0.7 varies
Neutralizer, direct impingement ≤2 low-high

* Some impingement may occur on the accel barrels and upstream face, and therefore not contribute to density in
the LIF probe region.

Dependence of QCM deposition rate on background pressure, as plotted in Figure 8b,
indicates that background pressure is the dominant factor producing high angle moly flux
in the far field. The inherent QCM view factor to various grid elements and radial bias of
moly flux from those elements enhances the deposition rate profile at high angles from the
thrust axis. Plots in Figure 12 suggest that the relative importance of source to background
neutral density decreases from grid center to edge, helping to ensure the deposition rate
registered by the QCM is dominated by background gas. A similar pressure dependence
study was not performed for LIF signal across the grid, but two-point measurements
at both grid center and edge found DTL28-H-H moly density increased quickly with
background pressure. However, here the situation is clearly complicated with multiple
factors contributing to the observed erosion. Figure 7 data show that molybdenum density
is strongly influenced by accel collection of CEX ions with kinetic energy that tracks Va
magnitude.

Moly density change from DTL30MOD to DTL28-H-H throttle condition was particu-
larly dramatic, as documented in Figure 6. The only difference is Vb = 1021 V for the latter
condition and 1396 V for the former; background pressure and utilization nominally did not
change. The value of Ia increased from 8.85 to 9.4 mA during the transition to lower voltage.
For comparison, Ia increased from 8.7 to 9.4 mA for the transition DTL28-O-O to DTL28-
H-H, with 35% moly density enhancement, and the density ratio for the DTL30MOD to
DTL28-H-H transition was 5.3. These numbers appear to require that ions associated with
the accel current increase for DTL30MOD to DTL28-H-H produce probe region moly much
more efficiently than those associated with the DTL28-O-O to DTL28-H-H increase. The
efficiency ratio could be estimated as (0.7 mA/0.55 mA)(430%/35%) = 15.6, except that
we expect the accel current increase when beam voltage is lowered to go preferentially to
grid center and other regions with high beamlet current. Utilization, like beamlet current, is
not uniform over the grid area, and source neutral density across the grid face is unknown,
as it has not been measured during thruster operation. It is reasonable to assume the
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source neutral density at any given location is proportional to 1 − η if the beam current
is fixed. If the current increase for the DTL30MOD transition occurs over just 25% of the
grid area (uniformly), whereas the increase is over the entire grid for the DTL28-O-O case
(and uniform), the efficiency ratio is about 4—a more feasible ratio to explain but still
challenging. Even more challenging to rationalize is the observed 430% increase of moly
density for a fractional accel current increase of just 6%.

Providing further evidence for different efficiencies in producing detectable moly efflux
at grid center is the very high DETL2.7B-H-O erosion rate shown in Figure 6. DETL2.7B-H-O
has higher mass utilization than DTL28-A-A, yet moly density is also higher. It matches the
DTL30MOD utilization, yet moly density is about 8× higher for DETL2.7B-H-O (Vb = 850,
Va = −175) compared to DTL30MOD (Vb = 1396, Va = −175). We attempt to explain this
result as follows. Ion trajectories expand radially outward in the intergrid region as the
beam voltage is lowered, reducing the axial to radial acceleration ratio and making barrel
impingement more probable for a subset of CEX, primary, and scattered ion trajectories. As
total voltage decreases and impingement rate rises, the average impingement energy is also
increasing, and the average AOI for these ions is near the peak of the angular sputter profile
(the sputter yield is about twice as high for 45 to 60-degree AOI compared to normal or
near-normal incidence)—leading to much higher sputter yield and moly density production
in the LIF probe region. Sputter yield gain up to 15× can result from impingement at the
full total voltage (~6×) rather than |Va|, together with more favorable AOI (≤2.5×) [31].
The intergrid accel current is estimated to be about an order of magnitude lower than the
sum of downstream background and source current (see Table 4), but this statement applies
globally for the accel surface and not necessarily at grid center. Based on Figures 8d and 12,
propellant utilization dominates the moly signal at grid center for DTL28, although not
at the edge. At the center, beamlet current approaches the perveance limit, increasing the
collection of upstream ions on the barrels. If neutral density is raised via reduced propellant
utilization or elevated background pressure, CEX ion production increases, but the plasma
sheath becomes even flatter to further elevate upstream ion collection. However, raising
the beam voltage increases sheath curvature and causes ion trajectories to be focused
more strongly. This greatly reduces barrel collection of upstream ions and reduces the
neutralization length as well, as the beamlet diverges more rapidly after passing through
the accel aperture. Collection of CEX ions formed from downstream source neutrals and
background neutrals decreases, especially at grid center where the collection distance is
well below the global average. Average impingement energy decreases as well, as the
average location and its potential where downstream ions are birthed is closer to the
accel. The high current beamlets constitute just a fraction of the total number, and as
downstream collection current drops with increased beam voltage at grid center, Ia is
less affected. Considering all these factors together, the 8× erosion rate reduction for
DTL30MOD relative to DETL2.7B-H-O seems understandable.

The measured behavior of NEXT with nominal and reduced grid gaps indicated
constant Ia over a wide total voltage range for the reduced gap but steadily declining Ia with
increasing voltage over a similar range for the nominal gap [32]. DETL2.7B-H-O is close to
the perveance limit, defined as the beam or total voltage for which ∆Ia/∆V = −0.02 mA/V.
This occurs around the knee of the Ia vs. Vb plot, and the limit is always preceded by
nonzero slope over a significant range of voltage due to beam ion direct impingement. Both
primary beamlet ions and high energy CEX and scattered ions can contribute to the barrel
erosion, and behavioral similarities with respect to change of beam voltage are expected.
We conclude that ion impingement at energies much higher than characteristic of accel
voltage contributes to the LIF signal over at least a portion of the grid area and can be
greatly reduced by raising the beam voltage.

Theoretical simulations provide significant support for the hypothesis we have out-
lined. In one instance, similar average erosion rates were found for accel barrel and
downstream face, early in grid life [20]. In a second study [16] (see Figures 10 and 11),
CEX ions for each termination surface—barrel, downstream, and upstream faces, etc.—are
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shown according to their region of formation for several total voltages. Here it is apparent
that the lowest beam current case has much greater barrel impingement by high energy
CEX ions.

Possible explanations for the radial velocity bias of sputtered atoms include preferen-
tial carbon deposition masking of accel grid erosion on one side of the beamlet aperture,
beamlet asymmetry, and off-normal impingement bias of backstreaming CEX ions on the
downstream accel face. Inspection of the apertures revealed substantial, progressively
asymmetric wear from grid center to edge, and significant carbon deposition. High back-
flux of carbon atoms is a feature of the test facility, due to internal cryopump surfaces that
see direct ion impingement. Back-sputter rate estimated via a witness sample measurement
was approximately 2.3 µm/kh for DTL28-H-H. Carbon masking on one side of the barrels,
due to differing downstream view factors, potentially leads to a peak shift for the Doppler
profile, growing progressively with radial distance as carbon deposition increases. This
was illustrated by Figure 11, but quantification of carbon deposition was not performed,
and its distribution is likely complex. The peak position moves mainly by elimination of
a portion of the Doppler profile, rather than an overall shift. Evidence is mostly lacking
that ions impinge on the downstream accel face with the necessary radial direction bias,
although we do observe radial bias at the grid edge, as illustrated by Figure 17. However,
this does not appear to be consistent with regular progression of the Doppler profile peak
position. Instead, it is a phenomenon associated with the final few apertures at the edge,
presumably due to beamlet space charge, which becomes radially unbalanced near the
perimeter. The erosion pattern superimposed on areas of net carbon deposition suggests
that downstream CEX ions acquire radial velocity of the same order of magnitude as axial
and therefore impinge radially outward from apertures along the perimeter. Their motion
does not always follow a straight line, as indicated by arrows in Figure 17, because the hole
pattern is not azimuthally symmetric. The long tail observed in the Doppler profile at grid
edge, which degrades the quality of Gaussian fits, likely results from this radial bias and
strongly off-normal AOI of the charge exchange ions. The aperture (barrel) wear trend is
progressively more asymmetric with the radial coordinate, which may be driven by radial
potential gradient, aperture misalignment, nonuniform carbon deposition in the barrel, or
other factors. Carbon deposition may exert the most influence.

Figure 17. Photo of grid periphery showing the erosion-deposition pattern. Net erosion emanates
radially from the peripheral set of holes, with directionality influenced by the hole pattern.
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Other factors to consider in relation to radial velocity bias of sputtered molybdenum
are alignment offset between screen and accel apertures, electric-field driven radial velocity
bias of discharge chamber ions as they encounter the screen grid plasma sheath, and ion
density gradients behind screen apertures. The effect of each of these factors has been
simulated, and experimental data showed that they produce an offset of the pit and groove
erosion pattern on the accel downstream face [33]. The offset is in the direction of the
beamlet steering. An offset toward the small-radius side of the aperture is apparent in
Figure 17, which is inconsistent with expected radial velocity bias (whether it is due to
electric field or plasma density gradient) for discharge ions near the perimeter. Grid
alignment offset combined with carbon deposition that correlates with the radial coordinate
may therefore be the primary cause of biased molybdenum radial velocity. If correct, we
would expect to measure something different on the opposite side of the grid. For the
present study measurements were performed on one side only.

5. Conclusions

The present study is the first to systematically vary flow conditions and other parame-
ters while measuring real-time ion engine erosion rate across the grid face, with analysis
of these results in the context of the overall erosion process. Erosion rate was found to be
well behaved over the NEXT throttling envelope for DART, with no significant lifetime
concerns.

Results indicated pronounced rolloff of erosion rate from grid center to edge and
strong variability at grid center. Four main sources of grid erosion were elucidated for
DART operating points: (a) downstream CEX from background; (b) downstream CEX from
source flow; (c) intergrid CEX from source flow; and (d) direct impingement. Additional
contributors are ion–neutral intergrid scattering and ions from the neutralizer cathode.
Evidence was found for elevated energy charge exchange ion impingement and beam ion
direct impingement on accelerator barrels in the central grid region at low beam voltage.
This increases as beam voltage is lowered at a fixed beam current and can dominate the
local erosion process if the beamlet current is near the perveance limit. Raising the beam
voltage modifies the intergrid ion trajectories and can substantially reduce beam ion and
intergrid CEX collection current for beamlets that were near the extraction limit, as these
ions are more effective agents of grid erosion than CEX ions formed in the downstream
region. These ions typically impinge on the barrels at energies and angles of incidence that
are more effective in generating sputter efflux per ion. Source gas in the intergrid region
may collectively produce more sputtered atom density at grid center than downstream gas,
despite much shorter collection length, due to elevated xenon density, more favorable angle
of incidence, and higher average impingement energy. Variation of the relative magnitudes
of these contributions underlies the molybdenum density profiles found across the grid
face for DART throttle points.

Facility effects from background gas and carbon deposition on the grids were further
elucidated. Background gas increases the apparent thruster erosion rate, whereas carbon de-
position reduces it. To effectively model observed grid current levels and their dependence
on propellant utilization and background pressure, it was necessary to increase the ratio of
facility background to source flow gas density. This increase can make sense if background
gas has directional bias and elevated average velocity. Hall thruster work has previously
suggested a similar phenomenon, where the apparent ingestion of background gas was
several times higher than predicted from gas density measurements at the test chamber
wall and the assumed thermal velocity distribution. Average neutralization length was
estimated based on the data modeling, helping to pin down this historically elusive figure.

Radial velocity bias of the sputtered molybdenum atoms was observed, increasing
with the radial coordinate. Potential causes of this bias were discussed, but the ultimate
origin is not certain. Implications with respect to site of origin and angular dependence of
far-field flux were discussed.
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Barrel erosion rate is typically higher for new grids, slowing down as the geometry
changes. For situations where the spacecraft is highly sensitive to molybdenum deposition,
the initial rate and deposit depth could be reduced by using grids with smaller gap, long
break-in period, or otherwise modified geometry. This must be balanced against any
negative performance effects.

Near-field molybdenum density and velocity measurements were calibrated with a
single-point QCM flux measurement at 1-m distance, using an analytical model developed
for this purpose. We then computed moly efflux rate on a 1-m arc from thrust axis, where
the ion beam is far too intense for QCM measurements, to 36 degrees inside the backflow
region. Nonzero measured deposition rate in the backflow region and the difference
between the model prediction and QCM profile suggests the QCM observed molybdenum
flux behind the thruster; if so, it would be the first such detection. Backflow may be
enhanced by the radial velocity bias and ionized atoms whose trajectories are turned by
the local electric field; the latter is not considered by the model.

Grid manufacturing methods and tolerances, as well as design and operating hours,
influence behavior as illustrated by the present study. Ion engines should be treated
as complex systems, with interacting extraction grids, discharge chamber, facility, and
operating conditions, and behavior that changes over time.

Molybdenum LIF is a powerful tool to investigate the erosion process of ion engine
grids. Due to the many factors involved, the data raise new questions as they answer
old ones. A purpose-built extraction grid set, having annuli with independent voltage
control and current collection, combined with molybdenum and xenon neutral profile
measurements and the latest 3D particle-based codes for data modeling, could further
elucidate the complex erosion process and lead to extraction grid performance that is
properly optimized for a given spacecraft and its target mission.
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